Storage wall systems

BRING YOUR STORAGE TO LIFE
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BRING YOUR STORAGE TO LIFE
Room dividing units

Personal and locker units

Acewall offers unlimited
scope to create efficient
storage systems in any office
environment. Our unique design
led approach and in-house
manufacturing enables us to
create bold or sympathetic
statements for any organisation.
Acewall allows flexible
configurations with an array
of unit styles that meet the
demands of today’s dynamic
businesses. Each system is
individually designed to fit from
floor to ceiling and from wall to
wall, maximising the amount of

The use of room dividing units and
pass through doors enhance the
versatility as well as eliminating the
cost, time and space in creating
additional walls or partitions.
The use of different unit styles allow
the customer to seamlessly integrate
with the storage around them, to
provide a solution that best fits their
needs.
Acewall can future proof any
investment as it is easily dismantled
and reconfigured offering flexibility
and longevity.

space available.

Acewall is backed by FIRA Gold product certification
and a comprehensive 10 year guarantee, offering
peace of mind now and in the future.
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us to create contrasting visual

Reception storage areas

Colour co-ordination

statements from classical
booked matched veneers
to the striking graphical
manifestations.
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To order or for more information call: 01952 641 004 or 0203 697 8478

Deep drawer

Letter rack

Shallow drawer

CD organiser

Anti-tilt mechanism

Acewall is fundamentally about solving

specification of the materials, fittings

storage problems within the modern

and components used ensuring ease of

office environment. At the heart of any

use and longevity.

Roll out filing

Roll out shelf

Combi-shelf

Slotted shelf

Acewall cupboard are the accessories
that provide a versatile and efficient

For peace of mind a variety of security

way to maximise space.

and locking systems can be integrated,
ranging from simple combination

Acewall accessories have been

locks to digital locking systems

designed to the highest standards and
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